Got the Skills?
**Get the Recognition for course 19361**
HSC Studies (TAFE Statement)

You don't need to study what you already know! The skills, knowledge and experience you have gained from your previous learning, work experience and life in general may be taken into account. This is called recognition.

To apply for credit in one or more units you must clearly show that you have the equivalent and relevant skills, knowledge and experience of the unit or group of units.

**Applying for Higher School Certificate Recognition**

If you have completed some study relevant to a Preliminary subject while studying outside NSW, you can apply to OTEN for Recognition, and have your previous study assessed by a qualified teacher. If your study is deemed to be equivalent, you will not need to study that subject again.

You will need to submit certified evidence of your previous study to OTEN for assessment. This should include a certified copy of your Year 11 school results and a copy of the syllabus or a list of topics covered in each of your preliminary subjects.

You can visit the NSW Board of Studies website to download a copy of the syllabus for your Preliminary subjects [www.boardofstudies.nsw.edu.au](http://www.boardofstudies.nsw.edu.au).

**For further details on Recognition for Preliminary study, contact OTEN’s HSC Coordinator on 1300 369 598 or email**
oten.accesshelp@tafensw.edu.au